DAN-Board plain boards
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CONTACT
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A WORLD OF PLASTIC

Jes Eifler

- Ground Protection Mats
- Plain Plastic plates

Key Account Manager

PLAIN FOR PRODUCTS
AND CONSTRUCTION
DAN-Board Plain is a solid plastic plate with a smooth surface
and base. The product is made from recycled plastic and is
available in LDPE.
In addition to what we normally have in stock and consider our
standard plates, we also offer custom-made plates by request.
The customer decides the size and color of the plates.
Furthermore, we can offer the possibility of logos milled into the
plate.
It is only the imagination that sets the limits for how exactly your
plastic sheets should be made.

T: +45 97 100 200
M: +45 24 64 74 21
E-mail: je@danrec.dk

PRODUCTS MADE FROM
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Michael Biskup
Key Account Manager
T: +49 172 8998313

RECYCLED PLASTIC

E-mail: mb@danrec.dk
The plastic sheets can be processed by the usual mechanical
and thermal processes, they can the following
- Cut
- Sawed
- Drilled
- Planed

- Milled
- Screwed
- Heat shaped
- Welded

MAIN OFFICE
DANREC A/S
Vandværksvej 5, 7470 Karup J
Denmark
CVR: 16171700
T: +45 97 100 200
E-mail: danrec@danrec.dk

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Thurs: 08.00 - 16.00
Friday: 08.00 - 13.00
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: Closed

Follow us @

Melted and repurposed at DANREC A/S
- 24 tons of recycled plastic every day
- Melted at 180 degrees
- Made into new Ground protection mats & plain plates
- Outcome, highly durable and resistant product

DAN-Board Ground protection mats

Production

100%
HIGH QUALITY WITH A
GREENER PERSPECTIVE
DAN-Board Ground protection mats are stable boards made of
100% recycled plastic with many possible applications.
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- Building board for stable building and other industries
- Wear plates
- Root protection
- Flooring & floor protection
- Grass protection
- Driving plates
- A great and healthier alternative to heavy steel plates.
There are many more usages for our DAN-Board Ground
protection mats, its all down to ones imagination.
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Our mats are easy to handle, and therefore suitable for a wide
range of use cases, such as:
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The product is used in many industries as a road plate or bottom
plate, because they withstand high loads are resistant to liquids
and chemicals.

Construction sites
- Mobile construction routes
- Makeshift
- Worker platforms

Green areas
- Sports facilities
- Parks
- Cemetaries

100% Recycled plastic
- Foils
- Other LDPE products

Events
- Temporary parking
- Exhibition stand
- Floors
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